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1. INTRODUCTION 
One can understand by differential manifold digitalization a sampling of a discrete set of points 
from the manifold. If the sampling set is finite, the coordinates can be stored in a computer 
memory. But such a sampling destroys the differential nature of the structure. Is it possible to 
have a discrete sampling without a complete loss of the differential character of the manifold? 
This is the question the present article tries to answer, defining the (a, A)-manifold, an extension 
of the differential manifold. This extension can be compared with the idea of algebric differential 
calculus on sets (see [1, p. 242; 2, p. 141; 3, p. 1927; 4, p. 3158; 5, p. 3771]). This extension can 
also be compared with the idea of manifold with discrete structure, see [6, p. 517]. A structure 
which can be considered as a particular case of an (a, A)-manifold was presented at the Fifth 
International Conference of Computer Analysis of Images and Patterns, held in Budapest in 1992, 
by two professors from the Geodesy Department of Ohio State University, see [7, p. 750]. 
2. THE DEFINIT ION OF THE (o~,A)-MANIFOLD 
The extension of the differential manifold notion of this paragraph is made in comparison with 
the classical definition of the differential manifold. 
Let S be a nonvoid set, n , r  E N* = N\{0},A  be a subring of K (K  -- R or K -- C) 
containing Z and Bas(K n) be the set of all bases of K n. (Additionally, one can consider a 
symmetric, binary relation p on S and a p-topology on S, see [8, p. 284], with the corresponding 
consequences.) 
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DEFINITION 2.1.1. (CLASSICAL). A local chart of the pair (S,K n) is a pair h = (U,x), where 
1. U is a nonvoid subset of S, 
2. X : U -* K"  is an injection, 
3. x(U) is an open set ofK  n. 
DEFINITION 2.1.2. A local chart of the triple (S, Kn, A) is a triple h = (U,v,x), where 
1. U is a nonvoid subset of S, 
2. v = (v l , . . . ,vn)  6 Bas(Kn), 
3. X : D C_ U -+ £(v, A n) = {~-~n=l aiVi I a l , . . . ,  an 6 A}, is an injection, (Additionally, D 
can be a p-open p-subset of S, if one considers the p-topology from [8, p. 284].) 
4. )~(D) C TI£(v,A.), where 7- is the natural topology of K n, and T]n(v,A,, ) is the topology 
induced by v on £(v, An). 
DEFINITION 2.2.1. (CLASSICAL). Any family..4 = {h a = (Ua ,  Xa) l a E J} such that 
1. ha is a local chart of the pair (S, Kn), Va E J, 
2. UaE J Ua : S, 
is an atlas of the pair (S, Kn). 
DEFINITION 2.2.2. Any family • -- {ha = (Ua, V a, Xa) I a E J} such that 
1. ha is a local chart of the triple (S, K ~, A), a E J, 
2. U.eJ ua = s, 
is an atlas of the triple (S, K ~, A). 
The set spt(A) = UaeJ Da is the support of the atlas A, where 
Xa : Da C_ Ua --* £ (va, An), Va E I. 
It is an obvious remark that every atlas .A = {ha = (Ua,va,)~a) [ a E J} :  of the triple 
(S, K n, K), which has the property 
U Da = ,5', (1) 
a6J 
is an atlas of the pair (S, Kn). And also, every atlas A of the triple (S, K n, K) is an atlas of the 
pair (spt(A), K~), if spt(A) is nonvoid. 
The notions of chart and atlas of a triple are extensions of the notions: chart and atlas of a 
pair. 
DEFINITION 2.3.1. (CLASSICAL). The atlas ¢4 r = {ha = (Ua,xa) [ a E J} of the pair (S, Rn), 
is called Cr-differentiable, if it satisfies the following axioms. 
A1. For every a, b C J such that Ua A Ub # 0, the set xa(Ua N Ub) is an open set. 
A2. For every a, b E J such that Ua n Ub # 0, the following property holds: 
Xb o ~1 : xa(Ua n Ub) ~ Xb(U~ n Ub) is Cr-regular (C~-differentiable and its rank equals 
n) in every point of Ua A Ub. 
Definition 2.3.1 is stated for K = R; for K '= C, the notions of C~-differentiability and 
C~-regular functions would be replaced by holomorphy and holomorphic transformation, respec- 
tively. See [9, p. 2]. 
DEFINITION 2.3.2. The atlas A = {h~ = (Ua,va,)~a) [ a E J} of the triple (S, Kn, A), is said to 
be of first class if there is a pair (PA, TA), where 
1. p,~ -- {P~}x6S is a family of equivalence relations on some nonvoid sets Jx C J, such that 
(a, b) c p~ ~ z E Ua N Ub and xa(Da A Db) E rlc(v~,,A,,), 
2. T A = {Txab}(x,a,b)eK, where K = {(x, y, z) e S × J x g ] (y, z) e Pz}, and Yx 6 spt(S), 
V (x, a, b) c K, Tzab : K n --~ K n is a K-linear and bijective map, Txab(V a) = v b, (T takes 
basis in to basis). 
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It follows from Definition 2.3.2 that: 
1. Txa a = idg,,, Vx • spt(S), V(x,a ,a)  • K, 
2. (Txab) -1 = Txba, VX • spt(S), V(x,a,b) • K, 
3. Txa b o Txb c = Txac ,  Vx • spt(S), V(x,a,b) • K, V(x,b,c) • K. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Every C~-differentiable at/as of the pair (S,R n) (respectively, every holo- 
morphic atlas of the pair (S, Cn)) canonically de/ines a/irst class at/as of the triple (S, R '~, A), 
(respectively, (S, C n, A)). 
PROOF. Let A r = {ga = (V~, ~Pa) I a • I} be a C~-differentiable atlas of the pair (S, RE). Let us 
define the atlas ~ of the triple (S, let n, A) in the following way: 
l )=  {h~,~ = (Ua~,v,x~.) i (a,v) E J}  , 
where 
O~. 
% 
5. 
J = {(a, v) • I × Bas(R n) ~b~(Da) n r.(v, A n) ¢ 0}, 
Uav = Va, V(a,v)  • J, 
X~. : Da = Cal(/:-(v, An)) ~ £(v, An), Xav = ¢~ I¢~'(~:(v,A")), 
5Z~ = {P~}xep : (av, bu) • px ¢v x • D~ nOb and u = J¢.(~)(¢bo¢~l)(v) ,  where J z ( f )  is 
the derivative of f at z. 
e. T~ = (Txavbu), X • S,(av, bu) • p:~ Txavbu : R n -'> R n, (Txavbu)(Z) = J¢,,(x)(¢bOCal)(z), 
VZ • R n. 
The proof for the holomorphic ase is completely analogous. 
REMARK 2.1. The first class atlas of the triple (S, R n, A), canonically generated by a Cr-differen- 
tial atlas of the pair (S, R n) always exists, since there are bases with sufficiently short vectors 
such that 
¢o(v.) n f~ (v°,A n) # O. 
(The same remark applies for the complex case.) 
It is clear that any Cr-differentiable atlas of the pair (S, R n) canonically defines a first class 
atlas of the triple (S, 1% n, R), and similarly for the complex case. In this way, the notion of a 
first class atlas of the triple (S, K n, A) is an extension of the notion of a CLdifferential atlas of 
the pair (S, R n) and of the notion of a holomorphic atlas of the pair (S, On). 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Let D C_ R n be a nonvoid, open, simply connected set (in the usual topology). 
The simplest Cr-differential atlas of the pair (D, R n) is 
.4 = {h = (D, idD)}. 
For the triple (D, R n, Z), we define the first class atlas 
:D = (hv = (D,v, xv) i v E J I , 
where 
1. J - -{vEBas(R  n) IDM/:(v,Z n)~t0}, 
2. Xv : DNf~(v,  zn) ---* l:(v, in),  Xv -~ idDn£(v,z~), Vv e J, 
3. p~ = (Px)xeD, Px = A j  (the diagonal set of the Cartesian product J × J), 
4. T~ = (Txvv)xes,veJ, T~v, :R  n ~ R '~, Tx,, = idR-. 
In Example 2.1, Z may be replaced by Q. 
Let us consider a set of atlases of the triple (S, K ~, A), denoted by ~. 
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DEFINITION 2.4. Let A, 13 • a, and h be a local chart of the triple (S, K ~, A). One says that 
1. h is a-compatible with A if 3 f) • a such that h • 7) and .~ C_ f) , 
2. A and I3 are a-equivalent if 3 f) • a such that A c_ f) and 13 C_ f) (i.e., all the local charts 
of A are a-compatible with 13 and vice versa). 
In the sequel, we only consider sets a of atlases which have the property that the a-equivalence 
is an equivalence r lation. 
DEFINITION 2.5. 
1. A first class (a, A)-structure of the triple (S, K ~, A) is any a-equivalence class [A] which 
also has the following property: VTD • [.A], Vh • .4, h = (U,v,x),X : D c_ U --+ £(v,A n) 
and VE C U, such that x(E r] D) • [L(v,A") ~ 3E • [ft.] such that (E, v, X[EAD) • F-~. 
2. A real, n-dimensional, first class, ( a, A )-manifold is the mathematical structure defined 
by the triple (S, K ~, A ), the set a, and an (a, A )-structure of the triple. One denotes the 
(a, A )-manifold by 
-I (S ,R '~,A,a ,A) .  Vn 
3. The atlases of the class [~] are called admissible atlases of the (a, A)-manifold and the local 
charts of the admissible atlases are caned admissible local charts of the (a, A )-manifold. 
4. The support of an (a, A)-manifold is 
U 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Any real, n-dimensional, Cr-differentiable manifold, can be realized as a real, 
n-dimensional, first class, ( a, A )-manifold. 
PROOF. Let v~(S, Rn,.A) be a real, n-dimensional, Cr-differentiable manifold. For every 
Cr-differentiable atlas :D • [,4], we canonically define a first class atlas £z) of the triple (S, R n, A), 
as in Proposition 2.1, and define 
(i) The a-equivalence is a reflexive, symmetric, and transitive relation. 
(ii) We will now show that every class of a-equivalence defines an (a, A)-structure. Let [fi'] 
be an a-equivalence class and ~ E [fi'], h = (U, v, X) E ~, X : D _C U ~ £(v, A n) and 
E c U such that x(E) E TIL(v,A, O. It follows that there exists B r E [A r] such that 
= SB~ and 3h = (U,¢) • B r, with X = ¢[x - l ( f - (v ,A '~) )  • X(E) • T[E~(v,A'~)  3F  • T 
such that x(E) = F N £(v, A n) C x(D) = ¢(U) n L(v, A'~), hence, F c_ ¢(U) and there is 
a 7) r • [A r] with the property that the local chart g = (~b-l(F), ~b[~-l(F)) • :D r. Hence, 
(E,v~Ic-I(F)) • £~. 
REMARK 2.2. A digitalization of a Cr-differentiable manifold vr(s,  R '~, ~4 r) is now possible with- 
out a complete loss of the differential character of the geometric structure. This can be done by 
the method shown in the proof of Proposition 2.1 and Proposition 2.2. For example, one can 
take 
1. A - -Z ,  
2. an atlas B • [A r] with a finite number of local charts, 
B = {hi = (Ui,x~)[i - -  1 , . . .  ,n}, 
3. Di c_ Ui,Di finite sets, Vi • {1, . . . ,n},  
4. a finite subset of Bas(Rn), 
5. a finite set a of atlases B with the Properties 1-4. 
An example is given in the following. 
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EXAMPLE 2.2. (A digitalization of S 1, by the method of Proposition 2.1, applied to the~atlas of 
the stereographic projection, available for the computer implementation.) 
Let n ,m • N* -- N \{0}  andv l , . . . ,Vm • R* =R\{0}.  Consider the pair (S 1 C R 2,R) 
with the Cr-differentiable atlas A -- {hi = (vi, ~bi) I i = 1,2}, where 
g)l :Vl--  S1\{(0,1)} -'+R, ~l(z,y) = 1 -y '  t2 + l ' t2~l  ' 
X (~21( t )= ( 2t -t2_+_1~) 
%b2:V2=S 1 \{(0 , -1 )} -~R,  ~b2(x,y)= l+y '  t 2+1 '  t 2+1 ) ' 
to which one attaches the triple (S 1, R, Z) and the atlas of this triple, having 2m local charts 
f)n : {h lv  ~-(Y l ,V, )~lv)  ] v • {Vl,...,Vm}} U {h2v---(Y2, v,)~2v) I v • {Vl,''',Vrn}}, 
where 1) } 
) /1 , :D lv~Z: (v ,Z) ,D I ,=  k2v 2÷l 'k2v  2-~1 ]keZn[ -n ,n ]  , 
x 
Zlv(m,y) -- 1 - y '  
Z2v :D2v-~Z: (v ,Z) ,D2v= \k2v  2+1'  k2v 2+1 [keZn[ -n ,n ]  , 
x 
Z2v(x,y)  = 1 + y" 
The first class canonical structure o f / )  is as follows. 
1. P(xo,yo) : (iv, jw)  • P(xo,yo) ¢:> ((i = j and v = w) or (i ¢ j ,  z0 ¢ 0, Yo ¢ 1, and 
w =- ( (1 -y0)2) /x  2.v )  or (i C j ,  x0 ¢0 ,  Y0 ¢ 1, andw =-x2( (1 -y0)2)  -v)). Note 
that i, j • {1, 2}. 
2. T(~o,~o)i~j~ : R --* R 
I 
T, i f i= jandv- -w,  
( I  - yo) 2 ( I  - yo) 2 
T(xo,yo)i,j~,(T) = x~ .v, if i ¢ j, x0 ¢ 0, and w -- x° 2
xo 
( l _y_0)2 .T ,  i f i T~ j ,  yo~O,  andw- - .  ( l _y0)  2 
q "V ,  
"V. 
If one takes a first class atlas £~ of the triple (S 1, R, Z) for every C~-differentiable atlas B ~ E 
[A ~] (where A is as in Example 2.2), then one obtains a first class, (a, Z)-structure of S 1, where 
A computer programme for the computer implementation of Example 2.2 can contain the 
following steps: 
1. reads m,n,  vl,  . . • , Vm, 
2. verifies what are the pairs (v, w) with v, w c {v l , . . . ,  Vm} having the property 
( I  - y0)  2 x 2 
w = x° 2 • v or w = (1 - yo) 2 .v, 
3. defines the linear operators Txoyoi,j~, 
4. asks for a choice of a point in DI ,  LAD2v, a chart containing this point, and the coordinates 
of a vector in this chart, 
5. tells what chart changes are available for the chosen configuration, and asks for a choice, 
6. provides the vector coordinates in the new chart. 
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It is obvious that for more sophisticated computer implementations, involving, for example, 
the geodesics, it is necessary a second class digital structure. 
EXAMPLE 2.3. (An extension of the Example 2.2.) Consider the frame of Example 2.2, and a 
symmetric matrix # = (#ij) c J~(2m, R*) which has the property #ii = 1, g i  E {1,... ,2m}.  
Then another first class structure is given by 
P{xo,yo) = [ sl \ {(0, 1), (0,--1)}] 2 U {((0, 1), (0, 1)); ((0,--1), (0,--1))}, 
#kz'r, i f i= l ,  j= l ,  
T(xo,yo)iv~jv~(r) = #kl+m" r, if i = 1, j = 2, 
I.tk+ml • T, if i = 2, j = 1, 
Pk+ml+m " 7", if i = 2, j = 2. 
Variants of Proposition 2.2, Remark 2.1, Example 2.2, Example 2.3, and Remark 2.2 remain 
valid for K = C. 
EXAMPLE 2.4. For the pair (K~,Kn). Consider the atlas 
.a= {av=(Kn, v, xv)lv Bas(IC)}, 
where 
1. X,, : Dv = £(v,  A n) ----, (£.v, A'~), X,, = ADD,,, 
2. (v, v') ~ px '~ nv = v', n e Z, 
3. Txvv, = idg,,. 
REMARK 2.3. It is possible to introduce a topology on the support of an atlas, taking as a 
subbasis the inverse images of the open sets of K n by the chart maps. The same applies for the 
topology on the support of an (a, A)-structure. If the support of an (a, A)-manifold (the support 
of the (a, A)-structure) equals S, then this procedure makes an (a,A)-manifold a topological 
space. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. The product of an (a, A)-manifold and an (/3, A)-manifold is an (a x/3,  A)- 
manifold. 
PROOF. Let ~51(S, K m, A, a, A) be an (a, A)-manifold, and ~(S1,  K n, A,/3, B) a (/3, A)-manifold, 
then the following structure defines an (a x/3, A)-manifold: 
~i ~i (~X SI,Km+n,A,~ x ~,Ax ~I, vm x v n 
where 
1. A = {ha = (U,~,u%x~) l a e I} ,u  a = (u? , . . .  ,u~n ), PA = {pz}xes,  TA = {Tzaa'}, 
2. 13 {lZb (Vb, v b, gb) I b e J}, v b (vb,.. b , , . . . .  'Vn) ,  P13 = {Py}yES1,  ~1-13' = {~Vybb,}, 
3. .Ax13={haXtZb=(U~ X Vb, U ~ X V b,X~ x Xb) [ a E I, b E J},  where u a x v b is the basis 
of K m+n formed by the vectors 
, . . . , (u  a) ,0 . . . .  ,0 , i= l , . . . ,m,  
(O ,  . . . , O, (vb)  l , . . . , (Vb)n)  , j=  1, . . . ,n ,  
{ '} 
PAx~ = p= x py  (x ,y )ESxs1  ' 
TAx~ = {Txyaa 'bb '} (x ,y )eSxS l , (a ,b )ep~, (a ' ,b ' )ep ; ,  Txyaa 'bb '  = Tzab  X Tya ,b , .  
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3. F IRST  CLASS A-MAPP INGS 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let ~lm(S, Km,A ,a ,A  ) be an ((~,A)-manifold and ~ln(S1,Kn,A,13,13) be a 
(j3, A )-manifold. A pair ~ = (~, T~) will be called a first class A-mapping of g~ into Vm ,-1 denoted 
: vm-1 __, vn,-: if we have the following. 
1. ~ : S --* S: is a mapping with the following property: if M = spt (V:m) A ~-  : (spt (~):n)) ¢ 0, 
then ~[M : M --* spt(91~) is continuous in the topologies of spt(9:m), spt(9~) (see Re- 
mark 2.3), 
2. Tp = (h~,l%(~),Tz£~¢), x • S, h~ • 7) • [A], k~(x) • ~ • [/~], where 1~ = (U~,v,x), 
k~(~) = (V,w,~l), x • U,~(z) • V, Txh~ : K m ~ K n, Tx££(v ) = w, and Tx~£ is a linear 
map. 
Let 
-1 S, Km,A ,a ,  __, Vn ~:V m 
ff~ :V n~l (~l,Kn, A, fl,~) --~ ~1 (~2,KP, A,~[,~) ) ' U p  
be two first class A-mappings, then one can define their composition as follows: 
~o~:~ , = 
where 
1. ¢o~:  S -*  $2, 
2. T(¢ o ~) = (hx, f(¢o,)(~), Txh~(* o ~)) and T~r(~ o ~) -- T,(~)~ o T~.  
Clearly, ~ o ~5 is a first class A-mapping. 
Thus, we see that the class comprised of first class (a, A)-manifolds as objects and first class 
A-mappings as morphisms forms a category. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Any CP-differentiable mapping (p E N*) of a CP-differentiable manifold 
vqm(S, Rm,Aq) ,  q E N*, into a Cr-differentiable manifold vrn(S1,Rn,13 r) provides an example 
of a first class A-mapping. 
PROOF. Let 9~(S, R m, A,a,~4) be the (a, A)-manifold associated, according to Proposition 2.1, 
with the manifold vq(S,  R m, A q) and let 9~ (SIR ~, A, a,/3) be the (a, A)-manifold associated with 
vr (S : ,R  n, Br). Let (h , )~s  and (kf(~))z~s be assignments of local charts from the atlases A q 
1 -1 and/3 r, respectively, for every x c S. Then one can define ~5 : v m --~ v n as follows: 
where 
fix = (U,v,x),  kI(x) = (V,w,~), and (d~f)(v) = w. 
One can digitalize a CP-differential mapping of a differentiable manifold (possibly for computer 
applications) following a method similar to that given in Remark 2.2. 
If ~:  9~(S, Km, A ,a ,A)  ~ ~(S I ,Kn ,3 ,  B) is such that 
spt (~.~,) = s a .d  spt ( ,~) -- s , ,  
then ~ : S -~ S: is continuous in the support opologies defined in Remark 2.3. 
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4. "THE TANGENT SPACE" 
Let ~(S,  K n, A, a, 4)  be an (a, A)-manifold. 
PROPOSITION 4.1.  On the set of triples 
OF AN (a,A)-MANIFOLD 
{(x,  ha, w) I x E S, ha = (Ua, ya,)~a)EA, x ~ Ua, andw ~ f~(vtAn)} 
is an equivalence relation. 
PROOF. The reflexivity, symmetry, and transitivity all follow directly from Definition 2.3.2. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A tangent vector at v n-1 in x E S (denoted by [(x, ha, w)]) is an equivalence class 
in the above-mentioned quivalence r lation. 
~1 in x E S is a family of free n-dimensional PROPOSITION 4.2. The set of all tangent vectors at v n 
A-modules. The cardinal number of the set of these A-modules is equal to the cardinal number 
of the quotient set Jx/Pz. 
PROOF. Let x E S and I C_ Jx. Define 
1. [(x,[~a,Wl)] + [(x,/~,w2)] = [(x,[~a,Wl + w2)], V/~ = (Ua,Va,Xa) e A and Vwl,w2 • 
£(v,A~), 
2. A[(z,/~a,w)] = [(x,h~,Aw)], V[~ = (Ua,v~,xa) e 4, VA • A. 
DEFINITION 4.2. The family of A-modules of tangent vectors at ~1 n defined above is called the 
tangent A-modules, denoted by (Tx(9ln) ieg./p . 
EXAMPLE 4.1. Let V1, V2 be two Cr-differentiat, one-dimensional submanifolds of R 2, having 
a single point of intersection, Q, where they are tangent. The union V1 U V2 does not have a 
structure of R2-submanifold (even topological). In fact, the topology of R 2 does not induce 
a topology on the union, but a generalized topology, see [10, p. 348]. However, the union has 
an (a, R)-structure [A] given by 4 = 41 U .A~2, where a = al x a2 and [4i] is the canonical 
ai-structure of Vi of Proposition 3.2. This (a, R)-manifold admits a single tangent A-module at 
every point P # Q, and a two tangent A-module at Q. 
It is interesting to remark that the points of the union considered in the previous example, 
which have a single tangent space, are the regular points of the generalised topology, in the sense 
of [10, p. 358]. 
PROPOSITION 4.3. Suppose that v n~l has a finite number of tangent A-modules in every x E S. 
Then one can define a "tangent manifold" of 9ln: 
PROOF. Let 4 be a first class atlas of ~1 One can define a first class atlas T4,  of T~ as V s . 
follows. 
1. For every h~ = (U~, v% )~) E 4, )~ : Da --* ~C(v, An), one defines 
Tha = (g~ x TU~, V% Txa)  , 
where 
Tuo = U ( , 
xEU 
TXa : Da x TDa ~ £.(v, A '~) x £, (v, An), 
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2. PTfl = PA, 
3. TTA = {TT~,  [(x,/~a, w)], ab}, where 
TTx,[(z,h¢.w)],ab : K ~ x K n ~ K n × K '~, TT~,[(x,h,.,w)],a b = Tx.b × Tx.b. 
-1 In this theory, it is possible to define even a first class vector field on v~ as any first class 
-1 -1 A-mapping X : vn ---* Tvn ,  such that 7r o X = idx, where 7r is the natural projection (mapping) 
of Tv~, onto v~. 
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